casa BIO
We’ve gathered hard working ‘bees-friends’ and built a ‘CasaBIO-beehive’
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Home away from home, us at our hard-working bee-hive, we’ve accomplished a
dream, manifestation of our love for people and nature by offering organic and
ecologic products, fresh and as possible local, which will make life easier and
healthier.
Proper nutrition improves our thinking capacity, raises our morale, makes us
happier, reduces stress, increases our vitality, helps us live longer, to show and to feel
younger.
„Apiary”, the casa Bio, is the biggest BIO-store and on-line BIOshop in Cluj-Napoca
having over 5000 products in stock from traditional, Romanian beekeeping products
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to others brought from afar, each product containing a specific description regarding
its benefits.
We take pride in the various locally beekeeping products such as the various BIO
honey ingredients, raw BIO pollen, mother bee milk, bee bread, bee venom, honey
with goji, buckthorn in honey or honey with pine sprouts.
The Beekeeping nutrition is the most beneficial diet which can maintain our health,
some of these products are:
Bee bread - bee pollen with added nectar and enzymes and stored in brood cells,
chambers of honeybees or of wood and mud. It has hepatic repairing, immune
stimulating role and by its consumption we get great results in diseases of the
stomach and liver.
Propolis – the mixture of resin harvested by bees from the tree barks and resin
sprouts
Mother bee milk – it’s not a medicine, but a natural food, most active in the first 6
months since its harvest and it contains high percentage of proteins and vitamins
Bee’s venom – its remarkable properties of peripheral circulation activation,
analgesic at the articular level, being also muscle relaxing.

Thank you and we are waiting for you, to taste our beekeeping products !
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